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PRICE TEN  CENTS 
GARNET KEY ON THRESHOLD 
OF DISSOLUTION - COUNCIL 
FOR NEXT YEAR ALL-VITAL 
Freshman Class Votes to Abolish~Garnet  Key, 
Retain  Mild  Form of Initiation Control of 
Council—Council Recommends to Facul- 
ty Committee That   Initiation  Be 
Drastic or Entirely Abolished 
Expect  Vote  On  Council 
POINTS TO REMEMBER IN VOTING AT 
GENERAL ELECTION 
The election will take place Monday, March 21, in the main 
room in Chase Hall. 
The election will commence directly after chapel, and the 
polls will be open until 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon. 
Each student should be prepared to announce the clubs in 
which he is eligible to vote without hesitation so that the check- 
ers will not be delayed. 
Procedure: The voter goes to the checker's desk, and gives 
his name, class, and any clubs to which he belongs; on receiving 
ballots, the voter goes to a booth and votes. He seals his ballots 
in the envelope provided for the purpose and gois to the second 
group of checkers where he is checked out and deposits his 
ballots in the ballot box. 
ALL-COLLEGE ELECTiON DAY 
MONDAY-FORECASTS RECORD 
VOTE FOR CAMPUS OFFICES 
To^Be  Close  And  Heavy DEBATERS TO  CLOSE  SERIES; 
MEET LAFAYETTE AND YALE 
KDITORIAL 
Two events of utmost importance to the future of freshman 
initiation occured within the past few days. Although these events 
leave the status of freshman initiation and the Garnet Key vague 
and hypothetical, we predict that the Garnet Key will he completely 
dissolved and that initiation will be severely modified. 
The 
Spofford-Alethea 
Vote to Combine 
To Unite Under Name 
"Spofford Club"—Both 
Groups Vote For 
New President 
first event leading to the 
present   tenuous   state  of  affairs 
occurred last Saturday after- 
noon during FIT til man class 
meeting when a majority of a 
qrota of men voted definitely 
and legally to recommend to the 
Student OoancJ] the abolishment 
<f the Garnet Key with a mild 
form      of      freshman      initiation 
(cap, tie, and a few rules) to In- 
directly supervised by the stu- 
dent  Council. 
The s'.-nr.d event occurred Mon- 
day night when the Student Council 
in session voted unanimously to 
•leave disposition of the matter of 
freshman initiation and the Garnet 
Key to the Faculty Committee. The 
Council stated definitely that it does 
not wish to directly supervise the 
initiation of freshmen; that it 
believes modified initiation im- 
possible; and recommend to the 
Faculty Committee either a return to 
old-fashioned initiation with an all- 
powerful Garnet Key or a complete 
abandonment of all initiation cere- 
mony and of the Garnet Key. 
Because we have been informed 
from semi-authentic sources that the 
Faculty Committee is opposed to the 
Garnet Key or to a return to old- 
fashioned initiation, we feel safe in 
.predicting that the Key. as an or- 
ganization that has out-lived what 
never proved to be its usefulness, 
stands trembling on the very edge of 
annihilation, and that freshman in- 
itiation at Bates will suffer severe 
changes. 
Even though the Garnet Key 
is abolished, it becomes impera- 
tive that the student body, if a 
majority of it is in favor of a 
safe and sane initiation, or of 
no initiation at all, should choose 
representatives to the Student 
Council who by temperament 
and known atttiude on the in- 
itiation problem will do their 
best to uphold whatever dis|>osi- 
tion of initiation and the Garnet 
Key is made by the Faculty 
Commiltce. We cannot blind 
ourselves to the fact that even 
though the Key and initiation 
are abolished, there will be some 
in the upper clauses who will un- 
dertake to take the law of initia- 
ting freshmen Into their own 
hands. And it will take a Stu- 
dent Council president and per- 
sonnel, who at heart are opposed 
to the Key anil to severe initia- 
tion, to bring down punishment 
on those uppcrclassnien who vio- 
late      whatever      rules   shall   bo 
made. 
The Student, for the past few 
years   has     lieen  consistent   ami 
steady i"» «"s opposition to the 
Garnet Key and to severe fresh- 
man initiation. The Student .s 
still unalterably and uncompro- 
misingly opposed to «»<^v »"';. 
to any form of 1'unuliating or 
physically hurtful initiation In 
the  adjoining   column   we   print 
the pre-election statements or 
Student Council nominees, ir 
possible, we would throw What 
little strength an.l prestige thcM 
columns bear to those who 
pledge themselves as in agi ce- 
ment with the vote of the Fresh- 
man Class. 
The reasons for the abolishment 
of the Garnet Key and for temper- 
£g initiation are known to everyone. 
The convicting charge in the indict- 
ment of the Garnet Key is that is 
nas  faUed.  miserably. Newcomers to 
STUDENT COUNCIL STATEMENTS 
The pre-election statements of 
Junior and Senior nominees for Stu- 
i< at Council, arranged alphabetical- 
ly, fellow: (Due to uncertainty of 
Sophomore nominees, their opinions 
were not  solicited). 
The   i|in-slions   askdd   each   Senior 
candidate were: 
1. Are you in agreement with the 
recent Freshman Class vote to abo- 
lish the Garnet Key and to preserve 
a   mild  form   of  Fwshman 
Both Leasrue Debates on Prohibition—Another 
Bates Team To Meet Rollins College 
In Boston 
Polls To Ooen After Chapel In Chase Hall—Vot- 
ing To Continue Throughout Day—Student 
Council And Government To Supervise 
Elections  
Many  Clubs  Join  In  Movement 
Student Governing Boa^ Religious ConeO, Christian, 
Publishing, Athletic Associations — Student 
Recommencte Larger Scope For Electron 
Record voteslor all offices" we «P8Ctod as a result of the 
General College Election n,xt Monday. March 21. 'oils. s.ipmised 
by student Council and Student Government will be open Monday 
under     the  eontrol     of  the   Student 
Ceiincil? 
U. If the Gamet Key is abolished. 
Irrespective of your wishes, will von 
pledge yourself, if elected, to punish 
those   i>p|M-relassineii   who   take   ini- 
tiath n  into  their own  hands? 
:$.   Have   you   any   other  statement 
to ihafce? 
Arnold Adams: 1. I am not in fa- 
vor of any mild form of initiation. 
The Initiation must be severe enough 
to impress the freshman with the 
fact that they are undergoing a pe- 
riod of orientation, or else it must 
be done away with entirely. 
The debates this week with La- 
fayette College and Yale University 
will bring to a close the series of 
the Kastern Intercollegiate Debates. 
The ever popular subject of prohi- 
bition is to be discussed, "Resolved: 
That the Volstead Act should be 
modified to permit the use of light 
wines and  beers."' 
Tonight   in   the      Little-   Theatre. 
Randolph Weatherbee '32, Harrison 
nitiation   (;,-, t-nliaf   '32   and  Theodore  Seamon 
•;(4 will uphold the negative side of 
the question. Their opponents are 
to be the affirmative team from 
Lafayette. Incidentally, this is the 
first time thai this college has been 
represented   here   at   Bates. 
Victories Mean Championship 
Friday evening Bates' affirmative 
team, composed of Norman Mac- 
Donald '32, Lawrence Barker '32. 
and Frank Murray '34 will face 
Yale's negative team in New Haven. 
Great importance rests in this de- 
bate for Bates is now in the league. 
If the outcome of these debates is 
in  favor  of  Bates  it  will  mean  the 
2. If elected, I will see that the! c|,ampionship of the Eastern Inter- 
rules as stated in the Student Coun-j collegiate Debates which Bates lias 
dl  Constitution  are enforced  to  thei nol  w-on  for two years. 
best of my ability. Article VIII. Sec- 
tion 5 would cover hazing as men- 
tioned  in  question   2. 
It has been suggested from various 
sources  that an  initiating   body   bei 
established     consisting     of  Seniors,1 
Juniors and Sophomores. If this body [ 
were   vested   with   power   to   act   as 
they saw fit and were answerable to, 
no one, initiation might 'be a success. I 
The trouble here lies in the fact that 
the  men  beet  qualified   to   perform 
on such a body would not and could j 
not spare the time for such aotivi- ] 
ties. Those who have served on Gar- ■ 
net Keys will usually admit that once 
Is   enough. 
But without this body, it seems 
futile to attempt any initiation next 
fall. The performance put on this 
past year was a farce and will be 
in any future year unless there is 
some means of rapid punishment to 
the breakers of rules. After the first 
few weeks this year there was no 
enforcement of rules. Who is any 
the worse from it? It seems to me 
that next year we could at -least give 
the freshman a trial without an ini- 
tiation. I would advocate the wear- 
ing of caps, making freshmen learn 
the college songs and cheers, and 
strict attendance until Thanksgiving 
at all college functions such as lec- 
tures, debates, football games. Con- 
Continued on  Page 3  Column  1 
These two debates are the last in 
which Bates will be represented by 
Parker. Greenleaf. MacDonald and 
Weatherbee. The latter two have 
been very prominent in forensics 
during their entire college 
both   being   elected   to 
course. 
Delta   Sigma 
Rho, the National Hororary Debat-j 
ing Society, their junior year, the 
other two seniors were elected this 
year. Murray and Seamon. both of; 
the class of '34 have already shown, 
i rceptional ability in Intercollegiate 
forensics. 
Control of Industries 
Babject »f Rollins Debate 
A team of Bales men will meet 
Rollins College of Winter Park. 
Florida, this evening at Bates Hall. 
Y. M. C. A. BulMlng in Boston. Th« 
subject under djseussion will be 
Resolved. That Congress should 
adopt legislation providing for 
centralised control of industry, with 
Bates  upholding  the  negative. 
Those representing Bates are 
William H. Dunham ':!-• Powers 
Mac-Lean '35. and John M. Carroll. 
Jr. '.!2. Both Mr. Carroll and Mr. 
Dunham have had a great deal of 
experience In Intercollegiate debat- 
ing. Mr. MacLean made his first 
appearance in varsity debating in 
the  recent  debate     with  Springfield 
i College. 
Rollins College is the famous ex- 
perimental institution of Which 
Hamilton Holt is the president. 
This  college   has   been     very  prom- 
1 inent in debating and holds the 
Florida state championship tins 
\car. The fact that the dean Of 
Rollins, Winslow S. Anderson, is ■ < 
Bates graduate adds to the interest 
of  the  en ouJl     • 
Leading the way in practical con- 
solidation of clubs. Spofford and 
Alethea literary clubs through com- 
mittees voted yesterday to consolid- 
ate for the ensuing year. The name    „»  oll, .    -- 
retained   by   the   combined     literary   ininu.,jiatelv  following ehape) and will remain  open  until  lute arter- 
groupa will be Spofford Club •     aceomodate each student. The polling place will be the 
JFtt& P-PSraS *£ or  Chase  ,,a,..     Many  ffg****,ffl£ft,tt£ 
year's   president   and   other  officers,   submitted  lists of eligible voters and lists ot candidates, to the  btu 
which election  will take place with ;  ,    , councji   More inclusive organizations to enter into the election 
others  at   the  General  College  Elec- 
tion,  next  Monday. 
Although the combination of the 
two chilis means that for a year or 
two the membership of the new 
Spofford Club will be predominantly 
made up of women, this fact Is not 
believed to offer a serious hindrance. 
The combined club will have a 
membership of 40 or 50, and will 
change its purpoose from merely 
fostering creative writing to a 
sponsorship of all English literature 
in general, and a study of all lite- 
rat ares. 
Fur   the   remainder  of     the   year 
ipeiiments  will  be made with the 
combined   club.   To   all   appearances, 
the  action  of the     two clubs     fore- 
casts success. 
e Student Council, Student Government, Religious Coun- 
cil Class officers, Christian Organizations, Publishing Association, 
Women's Athletic Association Board, Men's Athletic Association. 
At the time The Student went to 
Goethe Honored 
In Open Meeting 
Deutscher Verein 
Dean Matthews To Give Lecture- 
Noted Speaker To Discuss Topic 
Contemporary Fiction And Morals i 
Dunham Speaks 
to Local Women 
William 
woman's 
on   the   subject 
Factory  girl" 
Dunham  '32  spoke     to a 
rhtirsd 
spinster to 
Dean Shailer Matthews of Chica- 
go Divinity School will speak in 
Chapel Friday evening at S.00 o'clock. 
The subject of his lecture will be 
•Contemporary Fiction and Con- 
temporary  Morals", 
Dean Matthew,; Is an author, think- 
1 er and lecturer of international repu- 
tation.  He  holds  many  degrees both 
The one hundredth anniversary 
of the death of Goethe, the most 
celebrated German literary genius. 
was commemorated in a varied and 
rtalning program given in; 
Hall Monday night. March 
14, under the auspices of the 
Deutscher Verein. 
It was the aim of the club to 
provide for the German people of 
lOWiston and Auburn, and for those 
on campus interested in things 
German, a worthwhile if unpreten-; 
tious  "Goethe"  evening. 
The program consisted first of an 
account of the life of Goethe pre- 
sented effectively by Donald Bond 
'33. A pleasant interlude of singing 
of German Bongs followed. The sing-. 
ing was led by Dr. Leonard, Head of 
the Bates German department; 
Eleanor  Robie  '32  accompanied     at 
•TThursdav eveni " thfa country and abroad. Probably ,„e   piaI10.   The     ensuing     talks   all elu no greater value can be derived from emphasised the theme "the  versatil- 
of   the     George Cathy     Chase     Lecture ilv   of   Goethe".   His   manifold   inter- 
racioo   B...     "'   V;:,,; "Viai   Revolu-   Fund  than  listening  to     Dean  Mat- ests   were     demonstrated     by     the 
women since the 1nduf "aa,*0
e   the   thew's sctntttlatmg    dissertation    on ,a,ks  0f   E.   Wyatt   Knox   "33,   who 
""" ' th!a subject that has both moral and discussed  "Goethe    the    Scientist', 
"From 
or  the  emergence 
tion.     This  meeting 
modest   emergence   of   Mr.   Durham 
h,  U,e  specialised   field  of elnb-wo-, social Interest. 
men entertaining.  
Mrs.   Gertrude  Diehl   '33   who 
Continued  on  page 3  column 
press, departmental clubs to enter 
the general election included: Spof- 
ford-Alethea. La Petite Academle, 
Men's Politics, Der Deutscher Verein. 
The Student Suggest a 
The Student   urges that   when 
the General Cottage Election 
takes place next year that the 
following offices be included: On 
the .lunior     ballot;      I'hum  Day 
c h a i r ni a n. Commencement 
Chairman, Greek Play ('hair- 
man, all to bo elected to take 
Office in their Senior fear; and 
on the Sophomore Class ballot. 
Ivy   Day     Chairman,      Ivy   Hop 
Chalrasan, ail to take office in 
» hairinan. Blazer Committee 
Chairman, nil to ntke office in 
their Junior Year; and on the 
Freshman      ballot,      Sophomore 
Hop ihslimaa t<> take office in 
the Sopbomone Year. The Stu- 
dent states its belief that if 
these chairmen are elected dur- 
ing the General Elections, such 
a nminrtHI II will obviate class 
meetings ut which it is difficult 
to get a fair representation or 
expression of will of the entire 
class, and that furthermore if 
these chairmen are elected far 
in advance of the time they must 
actually take office, it will give 
them adequate time to complete 
plans and to organize their sub- 
committees. 
Polling Place 
Voters will enter the Bartlett Ave- 
nue, or the West entrance of Chase 
Hall, give their names to checkers 
stationed at the entrance of the 
main floor, following which they will 
be given ballots for all offiee-j and 
Dr R. L. Zerby clubs to which they are accredited 
voters. Each voter will then go to a 
 :o: booth, vote secretly, deposit his or 
Y.  W.  <". A. ner ballot In a ballot-box supervised 
The Y   W   C. A. Cabinet will pre- by a teller, pai a another checker who 
sent  a  short     pageant     Wednesday   will   re-check   the voters  name,  and 
evening    March   16    in  Rand  Recep-  then  pass out     of  the  hall     by the 
tion   Room.     This  will   be   different   Campus  Avenue,  or  South  Entrance 
from any other "Y." program  which  of Chase Hall. 
con-i has  ever   been   given   here.   Mildred 
4      ! Moyer '33 is in charge. 
Musical Program 
Special Feature 
in Easter Vesper 
  
A Palm Vesper Service is to be 
held next Sunday, March 21. at 
4:30 in the Bates Chapel. During 
this service an offertory will be 
taken. The program is under the 
auspices of the Macfarlane Club 
directed by Seldon T. Crafts. Mr. 
Wesley Lewis, a prominent tenor 
soloist of the State Street Congre- 
gational Church in Portland, has 
been  secured  for  this  occasion. 
The   following   program   has  been 
arranged: 
Opening prelude, 
Mr.  Seldon T.  Crafts 
Anthem—"Swing  Wide. 
the  Gates" Staiuer 
From The Crucifix "Hymn" 
Tenor Solo—"My Soul Is 
Athinst for God"  ....    Gaul 
From "The Holy City- 
Mr.  Wesley Lewis 
Anthem—"As  Moses  Lifted  I'p 
the  Serpent" Nevin 
Violin  Solo—"Ave  Maria",  Schubert 
Norman  De  Marco  '34 
Anthem—"Seek  Ye  the  Land. 
Roberts 
Mr.  Lewis 
assisted by the College Choir 
Baritone  Solo—"The   Palms",  Saure 
Sylvester Carter '34 
Anthem—'Ride On in Majesty", 
Scott 
Address   .   .   . 
CLUB REFORM CONGRESS 
MAKES DEFINITE PROGRESS 
Delegates   Accepts   Plan   For   Weekly   "Club 
Night"—Select Committee To Gather tacts 
On Club Membership Conflicts 
Publishing Board 
Votes to Assume 
Mirror Direction of 
of 
Cuts Not To Be Excused 
Because the polls will be open 
at such hours to aceomodate 
everyone, it is not to be expected 
that cuts will be excused for ab- 
sences from class caused by at- 
tendance at  the  polls. 
Sample   Ballots 
On  Page Three of this issue, The 
Student reprints sample ballots of all 
organization!!  and clubs  which  have 
definitely   entered   the   election   sya- 
B  who     are  some-: was on tne ■««•«».„""""J°^J£  "f""th';  tem  The attention of each student la 
contemporary   on  the dialogue or just ^t  of  the        ^        ^ «l       nQ 
and  its, stage  business,  with     now v _, 1U- w    ,__.,_     ._.,__.. 
SHAKESPEAREAN FARCE GIVES 
AUDIENCE MUCH MERRIMENT 
it.   ii.-   i-iuii,  Wright I who   was  (irumio  every  moment  he 
■        are  some-1 was on the stage, whether he was in 
the 
statistics 
roetetv when from the start they are 
group of  that sotieij, 
of freshman initiation, has 1 
L^sVexVerTence   in   the  g- 
least right to demand co 
and 
The plan to set aside one night 
in the week for "Club Night" sug- 
gested by Leonard Millen and Rob- 
ert LaBoyteaux at the last Congress 
for Club Reforms, was accepted 
favorably bv the delegates in attend- 
ance, and a committee of three was 
elected to gather definite 
on  club  membership  conflicts, 
t 
sen_ 
clubs  concerned 
The     committee,     consistin 
Leonard   Millen     chairman, 
Murray   and Thelma Kittredge drew 
up the  following plan. 
The clubs are divided into four 
"paper" groups. „_„„„. 
I. Modern Language Group. 
Deutsche Verein, La Petite Acade- 
mic  Alethea  and Spofford. 
II. Science        Grour, 
Scientific,     Jordan 
carna this plan  or the  Congress  for 
Club Reform. 
The committee has surveyed tne 
memberships of all the clubs con- 
cerned, and finds the fewest con- 
flicts in the grouping made above. 
(Of course senior members are dis- 
regarded,  as  they  do  not  expect 
Also   Makes 
tions For Next Board 
Nomina- [symboiiam, *?*£A% ^l^ifi?,'^: lhe archin of 
put   be present next year). There is only 
ffiSSS^SSSM cf 
Frank 
Ramsdell 
Scientific     and 
Sasl-EsMars,- « 
Latinas. 
In a meeting 
noon,   the   Bates 
ation   nominated  candidates 
new board that is    to be elected  in 
the   general   election  to   take   office 
after Easter. 
The Association  then voted to as- 
sume,   supervision     of   the     annual 
yearbook "The Mirror", as the 
For  those 
I what      tired 
drama  with 
queut   — 
of  a  quizzical  eyebrow. 
As the tailor, Walter Gerke al30 
contributed his share to the fun. 
Shakespeare might have been sur- 
prized to hear that his tailor stut- 
tered, but he would have been de- 
lighted wtlh the funny mellowness 
of tones and with the acrobatic neat- 
ness with which the tailor wa- 
tumbled into the hamper 
his  forced exit. 
It  is  inevitable  in   this  play  that 
tion   of   Shakespeare's   "Taming 
the  Shrew"  came as  a welcome  bit 
of  merriment.     Played  as a     farce, 
 with   intentional    exaggeration     for 
last Thursday after- comic effect, the production proved 
Publishing Associ- once again how valuable a contri- 
for the bution the 4-A Players are makin? 
in their annual interpretations ot 
the bard of Avon. Almost from the 
very beginning of the performance, 
the actors had the audience under 
the spell of the author's lines and 
their   own   good   fooling.     Chuckles 
were  so 
Ramsdell   Scientific.   There  are  only Junior   class   had   heartily   endorsed and   spontaneous  l»«hteJ    , 
five  conflicts  between     the  Human- the move. The advantage is evident, continuous as to show how 
Classic   Languages.   Threa Underclassmen     will  be trained     in P'ay was    going across 
between   the     Men's tne  technique     of     publishing     the 
ities  and 
of  which 
hoped that by a pre-election estimate 
of th.a nominees ea-h student will be 
able to vote according to his desires 
and  best,  premeditated  judgment. 
The General Election scheme will 
mark a precedent at Bates and the 
co-operation of all students will mean 
mu-h toward '•stablishing this prece- 
dent on a firm basis, from which next 
year's administrating bodies may 
to   make  build stronger and progress. 
Results Published Wednesday 
The counting of ballots     will     be 
done  by Student    Government    and 
Politics Club  and  the  Phil-Hellenic. book  anQ  provision     is  now     made to  compete  with  the P
rofe/9'o»al '" 
The other two  are  between  Cosmos f0r a standard  method  of procedure nicety of appointments and eragjmce 
and   Phil-Hellenic,     and     Women's so Uiat no editors will be at a  loss 0f costuming, it can at least    claim 
Politic,  and     Cosmos.     The  people ou how  to start  their work. superiority   in   the   frequency     with 
It narfi of" RaXr'aa"!. played 5   Student Counrt1' *° that the re8ulte the p rts f K therin  as Pla e    » student Wednea- 
™rweHe nor raved     by  Clyde     HoN  <la>'  ™>****.  the  fina, issue of the 
„  „„, **,...„ —- so   *ellv?°
rtSX'l.  made  Katharina  P™«ent administration.  The Student If true amateur stage cannot hope   brook    M. s  B .ggs  ™f«  K^rina wegk   ^   ^  &  f(jU   repon 
Politics   and 
concerned may either give uo tne 
club which does not hold their pu- 
interest.  or by alternating at- mary 
New   Nominating  Committee 
One   of   the   features   included- in 
constitution     is   a  joint 
h 
which t gives real force to the 
minor personages in any cast. Ama- 
teur stars may not be of the very 
first   magnitude;   the  lesser 
false  and     temporary     """^"        t , Hellenic   and   Sodal.tas which    ^  themselves    are iiiPPa.!      IVHumaniUes:      Men s     Politics 
puerile,   and   provocative  of   H teei  , ^^   Women-s   politics     Club     and 
'US* ,, „„,c«n  will  the Cosmos Club. Next  year  the  college season  win  u.e suggested  is  In 
atart a week later, whieli means tha  ,      The  ° Groups   T  and athletics,   dramatnes    debating,   pub    sch^ule Q0     0.clock     the 
lieations       music,   and      all      campus   u   KOU.U TiiMdavs      of      the 
gr'oups will be forced to work  more  fiand   third     Tuesda^s^   ^ 
in,er.Vely to get their Programs start   m     h,  and  B      P   Tuesdays    f the 
ed.     The freshman and_each_upper^  second  am.^   ^   ^^     ^   re. 
classman w 
afndheextra-cur0rie_ular   Pursuits. 
.train on time and  f^0"?"*/™^  [,/group than at present. This plan 
STSB IT^m1= =d - —date, but that was 
Phases of    college life    are entered, do. 
into. 
g    interest'the    new    stit ti     is  j i t  nrst   agnitude,   me   
,co?c'     '"="7  -f,,,  with  which she found herself The 
future,     of   nominating  committee   composed   of   often   transcend   their  original   bril-   ness   with   *h"VmI by fhe "3^1 kJ w 
embers the   ,he     retiring       editor-in-chief     and  nance. So it was with the 4-A Play-: almost_ cooingly tame y  me last  w 
The honors  for  the  production; the play. 
■esnmaa  mm   ^—■•   -"■—     .       paPh   ciub   would.      sun   io- 
■  "f* £M£££  S?"?t- o^individuality, and meet h'r» best  in academic  tain  its 
The  entirely   separately, 
ught  closer  rela 
trueion  of  freshman  the group 
and   have     no 
tendance  aid   maintainin  
in  both  clubs.     In  the 
course   in electing new me .... 
„,,,,'    '   A  individuals can take care. I business  manager,  four  members  ui  ers.  d" the  Junior  class, and     one  member  must   be   divided  between   the  stars 
lrom the publishing association. and those who might have been 
This committee will nominate at dull satellites had they not been 
least two candidates from the able to furnish a luster of tneir 
Junior  class     for  the  positions     of  0wn. chrow- 
editor-in-chief  and     business     man-       Did   the   "Taming   of  the   btirew 
ager  of   "The   Mirror".     Then     the  even find itself blessed with a better 
class  as  usual     wjll  vote     on  those  group of servants than 4-A was anus 
nominations. to train? Lucentio    found in    John 
David  a  Tranio     able  to  play 
and 
d
im  Sed ^nsoH^te   but that was 
and keep out of difficulties. 
It can easily be seen that the 
above plan will limit, automaticall,. 
membership to two clubs, winch as 
the groupings were arranged are 
refated It also has the distinct 
merit of leaving open for specia 
functions, all the other nights of 
the week besides Tuesday. 
This Plan will be presented for 
acceptance at the next business 
meeting  of     Men's     and     Women s 
Pomics6' Clubs. Ph»-HellerT;m
SOad„ad litas Latinas. Lawrence Chem and 
Ramsdell Scientific by Leonard 
Millen- and to Cosmos, Deu scher 
Verein La Petite Academie. Alethea 
23i Spofford by Frank Murray. 
was The   remodeled  constitution     .—   - 
then  voted  on.  and accepted  by the  gentleman  on  occasion  and  ,n  Rob 
Association,   and   with   the   appoint-  ert   Fitterman   a   BlomdallO     WJoae 
ment  of  Clifton  Jacobs  to  the joint  state  of  servitude     was     amusingly 
dominating     committee     for     "The  obvious  to  all   beholders      And   Pa- 
Significant     meeting     was     ---j"-^^^ 
dw=e £A ut8a^t ^'i^oS/rand appolntm*nte to 
fCrUorSmbet„ngd   "£ s^esTc.te   "£ jgtt    checkers     for     the 
Christendom.   If   anything,   she   was  £"22 W,U lnc,udt m?mbers of tne 
too much ot the termagant;  but the student  governing  bodies. 
very   exaggeration   may   have   made —   — " 
all  the more pleasing the  thorough- Rates-Maine  I>cbate 
The article printed In The Student 
eek concerning the debate be- 
tween Bates and Maine was erro- 
Clyde Holbrook was a splendid neous in that it stated the debate 
Petruchio. It was with plausible was for a decision. The debate was 
relish that he undertook the tam- for no-decision. Members in the 
ing of the shrew, a task which he class or argumentation who attend- 
fulfilled with convincing gusto as ed the debate scored the teams on 
he domineered and blustered until, characteristics of the speakers, lead- 
finally successful, he could be de- Ing to the false report that the 
lightfully genial as he showed his scoring was for a decision, 
astonished  friends    the     tractability Spofford Club 
of Mrs. Kate. Complete  consolidation   with   Ale- 
The list of characters is so long thea Club has been definitely de- 
that space forbids due mention of cided upon. A joint committee from 
the merits of all those who contri- Alethea and Spofford has been 
buted to the success of the perform- chosen to draw up the new cona- 
ance. In • Bianca, Ruth Benham titution. This is composed of Valery 
found  a very  congenial     role;     she Buratl   '32.     Gertrude   Diggery   '32, 
Rebecca     Carter     '33,     and     Frank 
Continued on page 3 column 6 Murray   '34. 
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Vote   On   Election   Day 
Our news columns this week carry information concerning times 
and polling places for the General College Elections to take place 
Monday, March 21. The reasons for which every student should 
enter into this election are many. 
Because they will be carried out on regular election plan, the 
General College Elections will give each   student participating as>- 
We reiterate our suggestion made sometime ago that the college | 
purchase a grand piano for use by members of the music clubs. Much 
of the art life of Bates is built around its musicians; much of Bates' 
reputation as an institution that holds to the'finer arts is built upon 
the performances of its music societies; would it not then enhance 
the quality of the work of these musicians, if they were given in- 
struments more nearly adequate to their technique and needs? 
Pianists in the college are many, and many are excellent. The 
upright pianos, worn and old, upon which students must now practice 
offer a handicap to the production of the best music. Furthermore, 
should the music clubs be induced to give a concert for the delecta- 
tion of students and public, the presence of an ugly upright piano 
on the platform of chapel would certainly not make a good im- 
pression. 
Petition    For    Japanese    Boycott 
The Student is opposed to an item in the petition now being 
circulated by the Christian Associations which calls for a world-wide 
boycott of Japanese merchandise. Whether that boycott have the of- 
ficial sanction of government, or whether it be carried on by an un- 
official, agreement among the peoples of the nations, it is a weapon 
more ruthless and destructive than cannon-fire itself. 
Not only that, but the boycott must be enforced by armaments, 
which is in itself war, as pointed out several times since the move- 
ment started to precipitate the nations in a boycott of Japan. 
Suppose we assume, out of kindness, that Japan is so bold, rash, 
and defiant in her activities against China in Shanghai and Manchu- 
ria, because she is fighting for economic life. Highly industrialized, 
with but a scant hinterland; surrounded by ocean, with a rapidly 
expanding population, Japan for existence needs land for natural 
resources, markets, and colonies. 
Granted that she seriously threatens the peace of the world in 
her strong-arm methods to secure her economic needs, would it not 
make her all the more belligerent if what markets she still has were themselves to accui     late the ( 
taken away from her/ W ould it not stir m her a resentment against  anecdotes,   and   private     facts   that 
the whole world that years could not alleviate? If she is now fight- 
ing with her back to    the wall of economic    competition and over- 
capitalization, would it not make her more fierce and reckless if this 
competition, through the boycott, were made all the more severe? 
KWTOKIAL 
Jtecause certain questions and 
complaints have arisen IlllkW lllng 
the In ni; absence of PEPYS 
THKOlX.h THE KEYHOLE in the 
columns of The Student, and be- 
cause we are nrarinfc the close of 
our term of office, we feel called 
upon to make a definite statement 
about the sensational column, 
which, admittedly. Rave pleasure to 
ninny of our readers. 
The reasons for our opposition to 
printing the column are many, and 
when we say this, we mean no in- 
gratitude whatsoever to the editor 
and  his assistants who  took  it upon 
President    Gray's    Reply 
Replying to a suggestion, made in these columns last week, that 
he run for the Republican candidacy for Governor, President Gray 
replied to newspaper queries: 
"This editorial   in the Bates Student adding   my name to the 
proximate knowledge of how 'municipal and state elections are con- already crowded list of candidates for the governorship of the 
ducted. This year, in some of the major elections, it becomes im- state of Maine is truly surprising. While I sincerely appreciate the 
perative, in order to maintain progress already made, and to insure good-will which is implied in the suggestion I am not a candidate 
further progress, that strong executives be put into office. This can for two very simple reasons: first, I already have a job, which in my 
be done only if the electorates on campus take an enthusiastic and humble judgment is quite as important as the one suggested. Second, 
sincere interest in electing their representatives and administrators. no one under the present primary law has a Chinaman's chance of 
Also, the initial year of the election system will require the support securing a nomination without the expenditure, entirely legitimate, 
of every voter to insure a good start. The project is worthwhile; it; 0f at least $15,000 or $20,000. A poor man can run for dog-catcher 
but not for governor. One of these days we shall wake up to the 
ineffectiveness of the direct primary and, while no one wants to go 
back to the old convention system, we shall undoubtedly return to 
some form of party responsibility for the endorsement of candidates, 
as was proposed yesterday in Massachusetts." 
The fact that President Gray is well-known through  the State 
is needed; it is an improvement; and it should call out the support 
of every student. 
The    Senior    Class    Insurance    Plan 
In the Senior Class insurance plan, the facts are these: It has 
been proposed that members of the graduating class take out life , wlU considerably lessen  primary campaign expenses.  Neither must 
insurance on which dividends are to be paid into the Alumni fund   J* relinquish his present position to take the helm of the State of 
Maine. Other administrators and instructors connected with educa- 
tional institutions have been given leave-of-absenee for less cause. 
We again urge President Gray to enter himself as a candidate. 
■MXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXKXXXKXXKX 
OPEN       1 
No letter, whatsoever. wlU be 
printed In this column unless signed 
Dy the name of the author. 
K 
:■: :•: 
:■: 
:■: 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
The attention of all  students  and 
for a certain number of years until a stipulated sum. the Alumni 
Pledge, has been fulfilled, when the dividends will then go to the 
policy holder. Three companies have thus far signified their willing- 
ness to sell the insurance. There is divided opinion in the Senior 
Class concerning the plan, but there is an element favorable to the . 
plan as presented. We have, then, a number of customers, with three 
merchants endeavoring to sell them goods. 
Each insurance company wishes to be given a monopoly on the 
sale of insurance to   the Senior Class.   It has been proposed that a 
committee    of the Senior Class determine    the best company from 
which to buy, and make its recommendations to the Class. But each 
company, varying in cost of insurance, also varies in dividend pay- 
ments, and other phase* One, for instance, pavs dividends the first 
year, while the other, although it does not do this, will waive pnv.;<<>;><rinuto^ to the Open Forum to! 
sical    examinations    if the insurance    policies are    bought in large ^T^X^V^U^L^lta" 
numbers, tor one individual, one company will be better, for another,! ecl aiiove.    The change is made be-: 
another. j cause we  feel  that college men ami 
We question, therefore, if the Senior Class has a right to give | ££"£ ^*^5OSMIS "6 
any one company a monopoly. It seems to The Student   a question statement* of opinion, no matter to I 
between each member of the Class   and the insurance    company he I what directed. 
wishes to do business with, with the third company to this triangle,      s»metime aKo in order to make it 
the  Alumni tfr.new.tl i easier  for  contributors  to  write  on tne Alumni Council. j „,„„,«.,,   <|UPStlons,    wc „iad(1    lt a 
Why then, not give each company the privilege of selling the poDcj that the author of a letter 
plan to as many Seniors as it can persuade? Some students already "^ ,not necessarily have his name 
carry heavy insurance. It would be folly for them to take out more. I « «Ve StS %%**£ 
Utners hesitate because of uncertainty of economic tenure next year, [ verse our position at this time. For 
and the hesitation is a worthy one. If only one student in the class «he remaining tenure of office of 
vishes to pay his Alumni Pledge bv means of insurance dividends, ",e Pr^cnt »■<>'«««• no letter what- 
*e see no reason why he should not be allowed to do so. We cannot %$<% ««T uXss T53HB 
sec why action must be done by a majority of the class, or not at all.   print by the name of the writer 
It seems inadvisable to attempt to pay up the Class Gift by \J? *}/?*& SSTSSE 
means ot this insurance plan, and perhaps the old method of sohei- writers responsibility for their 
tation from each member of the class is the only way in which to statements; that it will give train- 
pay the Gift. I in«t 1" surety of thought; and that 
-T I it will tend to strengthen morale, 
Unl*ss each member of the class may be equally benefited, The "« 'east among those who wish to 
Student is strongly opposed to diverting funds from the Senior Class ""Nlcly state their viewpoints, 
treasury to help in the initial payment of either Class Gift or Alumni j ^^ome^ & "sufK £ 
r ea{,e. cause of anonymous letters    in  the 
ciaJ Gin ?n°ir7hnVlassos dt tto r,012r eo'itributions *»! srssr ssrts^ssm Class urn in order that a more substantial gift may be given the should have sufficient manhood and 
college, we see no reason why a fund may not be created, to be held | womanhood to say openly what they 
in trust at a good rate of interest, until the graduation of the present  **B| is ««rthwhile enough to say at 
for^wHeh *ZL 5^ f6 *"* W^d ** "*** *° e8t*blish ** GIft       *•  **">  earnestly  hope  that the 
ated. policy-   we  are   re-instituting  here— 
for we started our administration 
with the insistence that, all Open 
Forum letters be signed, later re- 
laxing that policy—will be con- 
tinued by the administration that 
will follow ours in two weeks. By 
careful   adherence   to  this  policy,     n 
ERC0LLEG.ATE 
KJEWS 
fearless     expression 
watch-word  of  those 
the public. 
"ill     be 
writing 
the 
for 
Maine    Congressmen    Go    Liberal    ! 
The entire House delegation from Maine—Congressmen Nelson, 
Beedy, Snow and Partridge-Voted in support of the Norris-I.a, , „.„„,,„„., 
duaraia Dill limiting injunctions and prohibiting "yellow dog" con-! tradition mav be built up whereby 
tracts. Congressman John E. Nelson, who spoke here last year under 
the auspices of the Men's Politics Club, and Congressman Carroll L. 
Beedy, a graduate of Bates, spoke from the floor of the House favor- 
ing passage of the bill. 
In the Senate, it is reported that   Senator Hale of Maine voted 
against the bill,    while    Senator White,    of Lewiston, supported it.   s,r,;. 
Workingmen of Maine should not forget   Mr  Male's action when it:    Me„.reKretri    
tnat
H '
nf , P"sonaI • _,_  .  ■ . , , .     ". D Jioies aiuou wntn «  prejudice and sensational  tendencies 
comes time to re-elect him and his Big Navy brothers. on the part of    The Portland Eve- 
Congressman Beedy said from the floor of the House. "This1 !£&*"" haVe eaI,ed for,hth,s 
proposed legislation is a step forward. Tt will prove to be a strong I Our collegiate Y. M. c. A. re- 
deterrent to the spread of radical thought." To which Mr. Nelson j ceived a petition regarding co-op- 
added. "Information gathered during that investigation (The in-'eration with tne LeaSue o£ Nations 
vestigation of Communism in America made bv the Fish Committee 11?. the. Sin°-Japanese situation. Of 
«,„„ ,   ,   , .    .     ..      ^     1.        .    * risn t-.ommiriee  this  petition   the  economic     boycott 
two years ago) led me to hate the yellow-dog contract'—hate it as'of Japan was only one item. With 
the one thing that breeds more communistic thought in America than 'he petition came the request that 
anything else in our national life." we circulate it through the student 
■n  .,   n ... , i body.  At  the meeting of March  8th, 
Both Congressmen 111 their statements imply that radical think-,the Cabinet voted that, while not 
ing springs from a desire for justice, since by social legislation radical endorsin8 a petition as a body, 
thinking is diminished.   If all representatives of the people, includ-. SLmednesfand^a wiuingne.. to 
By MARX  HOAG 
Considerable hesitation arose at a 
leap year banquet given by the 
dormitory girls at Penn College. 
Oskaloosa, Iowa as to who should 
enter the door first and who should 
do the seating at the table. 
The 'following is heard in the 
Dining Hall at Massachusetts State: 
"Milkszup". . . . "Secondmains". . . . 
"Watch it"... "Why don't you get 
in on time?".... "Coffees?".... 
"Bread"... "Bang, crash, clatter 
etc. etc". Very similar to the Rand 
Hall   racket. 
Dr. Robert Legge of the Univer- 
sity of California describes the 
masculine students as "the poorest 
dressed men in the country". He 
characterized the corduroys worn by 
the men as "greasy, bacteria and 
germ carriers." One co-ed remark- 
ed, "I think the men's trousers are 
so masculine. I don't know what 
they  would do  without them." 
used to fill this column. Neither are 
w,c now influenced in the slightest 
by the opposition of faculty mem- 
bers to Pepys. The opposition by the 
faculty has perhaps been one cause 
why we have not before stated our- 
selves as opposed to the column. 
, The editor of a college paper is 
not completely at liberty to suppress 
features which are demanded by his 
readers. The editor of a college pa- 
per is appointed: he does not build 
up his own circulation; therefore he 
must cater somewhat to the wishes 
of his subscribers. Otherwise, we 
would have refused to inaugurate 
the column of Pepys from the 
start, or, after it had gained a cer- 
tain popularity, we would have 
suppressed it in its incipiency. But 
because the column did please a 
certain element of the campus, we 
tolerated it, and edited it as best 
we could. 
We hope sincerely that the editor 
who will succeed us following the 
Easier Recess will see fit not to in- 
clude this column during his term 
of  office. 
Many persons have been hurt 
during the past year for certain 
statements made about them in 
PEPYS. Not only were they hurt 
because of the half-suggested, half- 
disguised nature of the statements 
about them, they were deprived en- 
tirely of any chance to retaliate, to 
object, or to defend themselves. 
What would the campus have said 
of a person who wrote an Open 
Forum letter objecting to a furtive 
allusion to him in Pepys? The col- 
umn then, by its quasi-anonymity, 
is unfair. It is the custom of The 
Student once a year to give its wits 
free reign by an annual humor 
issue. Certain inclusions in this 
humor issue do harm, and hurt 
where hurt was not intended. Cer- 
tainly, this risk once a year should 
be  sufficient. 
Furthermore, a column such as 
Pepys continues the mistaken tra- 
dition of the college man and wo- 
man full of beer, sex, poppycock, 
pornographic literature, and rattled 
brains. We are not at all anxious in 
this serious age to join in complet- 
ing an impression which is so un- 
true and unfaithful of the college 
man and woman. 
It is impossible for anyone on a 
college campus to find enough 
anecdotes to carry a full column 
each week without plagiarizing 
from such stench-filled off-shoots of 
journalism as "Ballyhoo" or "Hoo- 
ey." 
Complaints came in to the editor 
time and time again during the 
year that Pepys, although originat- 
ing as a column of clever wit, had 
degenerated into a column of 
"cheap insinuations." To some ex- 
tent this was true, and it was just 
these insinuations, based upon rabid 
rumor and dormitory hearsay, that 
caused most of the  harm. 
they  were  fussy 
picked. 
as  to  what     they 
A group of particular Lambda! In our opinion college men and 
Chi boys at the University of Main" women, although they should not 
stole washings off Mt. Vernon's ueveloP ,n,° stern-lipped purists, 
clothesline.      "Particular"    because' should  attempt  to  develop  in their 
characters a refined sense of hu- 
mor, a taste for the correctness of 
things, and a willingness to express 
themselves openly. Anything what- 
soever that detracts from this "sense 
of appropriateness" is to our opin- 
ion insidious. We therefore, reiterate 
our hope that the future editors will 
follow  us  in this ibelief. 
After making apologies     to  Joyce 
Kilmer,  a   B.   U.   freshman   released 
the  following bit of  poetry; 
I think that I shall never see 
A D as lovely as a B 
A   B  whose  rounded  form  is 
pressed 
Upon  the  records  of the  blessed 
A D comes easily—and yet 
It  isn't easy to forget. 
D's are made by fools like me 
But only God can make a B. 
lahoma A. and M. College is "nut" 
culture. This really isn't as inter- 
esting as it sounds for it is the 
study of pecans etc, instead of 
maniacs. 
A Wesleyan man who fell down a 
coal shute stated to the interviewer! In an editorial issued in a "local 
that he "thought it was a ground- j supplement", the editor of the 
hog hole, and wanted to see if we Southern Collegian revealed that 
would  have an  early spring." although faculty members made and 
One of the courses offered at Ok- 
enforced the compulsory chapel  rul- 
ing for the students, only one "sixth 
to one eight of them attended. The 
presented, (jeason   being   because   the   services 
newspaper  were   not   of   sufficient     quality   to 
The "Boycott" Petition 
To the Editor of the Student: 
In "such   a   spirit  "was   it 
and   contrary     to     the 
?h,.  -. 1 10th     whieh stated; warrant the time spent in  them, 
that    very few refuse to sign", and, 
Jl^V bearu 
,he signatures of a A professor of bio-chemistry at 
majority of the students", the sig-ithe University of Toronto claims 
natones number * approximately: that war, epidemies, birth control. 
mnf.ty- .. I and  the  fact  man  is  becoming tired 
w e  regret that    the    afore-men- \ of living,  may verv probably result 
tioned newspaper saw fit in such un-  in the extinction of the race 
just  and  deplorable  manner     to  in- 
terpret  the  circulation  of  this  peti-1      Speaking of chapel  is a reminder 
tion as an act to • oppose or "defy"'' that students    play bridge    during 
the administration  of  the college.     ] these   exercises   at   Texas   Christian 
While unable to control the press   University  to  enliven     the  proceed- 
in  any  way,  we  would  request that', ings. 
in  the  future  the  Portland  Evening; 
News and  its campus  representative We  haven't  heard  one  about  the 
ingJ3ig Navy Hale,   could in such a   manner guide 'SSj^^JSB-T^ '°r a lon* 
answer the demands of the socially oppressed, there would be less agency in ascertaining student opln- 
economic and political strife among legitimate classes of American Iion' We would provide the machine- 
neopl-todav ry  whereby  the   petition     would  be 
v •■   " j at the disposal of the student body. 
Bates news. 
Sincerely. 
HOWARD  PAK1E. 
President, Y. If. C. A. 
time. One at the University of Mis- 
souri entered his classroom, carefully 
placed his cigarette on the hat 
rack and then nonchalantly tossed 
his hat  out  of  the  window. 
Curriculum Needs Adequate 
Course in Social Manners 
Howard E. Thomas, '31, Former Editor of The 
Student, New Graduate Student at Harvard 
Law, Makes Recommendations for More 
Education in Culture at Bates 
(Editor's Note: Publicly, we express our gratitude that Mr. 
Thomas has so wholeheartedly accepted our invitation that he 
write an editorial for The Student. We hope that the precedent 
thus established will be continued from year to year. The point 
which Mr. Thomas stresses in his editorial is one that is vital to 
everyone concerned, and one which merits earnest consideration by 
students, faculty, and administration. We would like to make it 
emphatic that the thoughts expresed in this editorial are made 
with the background of four full years at Bates, and from the 
perspective of a graduate student who has had the chance to make 
comparisons.) 
It is very seldom that a college student seriously analyzes him- 
self in connection with the benefits and disadvantages of the col- 
lege education which is.going around him at the time. Not because 
a diploma per se increases his intelligence and analytical power, 
nor because contact with the "cold and cruel" world makes hnn 
more serious, but perhaps because this is the first opportunity for 
him to survey and appraise the four years as an entirety, the recent 
graduate is Extremely prone to retrospectively contemplate the ad- 
vantages which the college has given to him or any possible detri- 
ment which he may have incurred. And the man is indeed unfor- 
tonate—and we may safely say. rare—who cannot truthfully and 
easily decide that after four years at Bates, lie has received from 
her infinitely more than he has given or probably ever will be able 
to give in return. 
In addition, there is a tendency on the part of the many who 
come into contact with graduates of other colleges to compere 
their own with the others. After four years, during which tin; 
faith of trie-average Bates man or woman in the all-around supe- 
riority of his Alma Mater is temporarily diminished only by a 
tangible athletic defeat here and there which cannot be explained 
away, it is quite thought-provoking to discover that although Bates 
is still the best college in the country, it is excelled in some lines 
by some other institutions. 
The easiest, and. to the more recent graduates, the most in- 
teresting comparison to make is in the field of athletics, and after 
fairly discounting size, although in some instances such a discount 
is unnecessary, it is obvious that here, those who have a slight ten- 
dency to bray are afforded an opportunity to do so. 
In considering intellectual results, one is instantly reminded 
of the preeminence of Bates graduates in the field of education. 
And those Who continue into the higher fields of learning seem to 
be as well equipped as their fellows who have matriculated at in- 
stitutions with admittedly high paid faculties. 
The spiritual factor is more difficult of measurement, but there 
is probably little cans.' for worry on that score as long as compul- 
sory chapel, which is considered by many as a sort of over-empha- 
sis, continues to exist. 
But when thought is turned towards the cultural aspect of life, 
there seems to be a just cause for complaint. It is submitted that 
"culture", because it is used in so many different senses, is difficult 
if not impossible of definition. It is not there used in its broadest 
sense, but rather in such a way as to call to mind the related, 
thought not synonymous, terms "etiquette", "poise", "conversation", 
"smoothness", "manners", "politeness", "refinement", "considera- 
tion", etc. It would seem that a college lias not fulfilled its duty 
by merely training and caring for mind, body, and soul. There 
is a further obligation, one of increasing importance as society be- 
comes more socialized, to teach the student how to live more amic- 
ably with his fellow men. Of coarse, if any of these duties must be 
slighted, it is probably better that this last-mentioned one should 
be, for it is the one perhaps most readily acquired to some degree, 
in the later school of experience. 
But there can be no excuse for totally neglecting the cultural 
side of the student's life. While fine feathers may not make fine 
birds, it does seem that today any sort of bird seems to get along 
better with fine feathers than without. Of course, I do not for 
an instant intend to apply the adjectives "uncouth" or "crude", 
but I think it cannot be denied by any honest person that the large 
majority of us enter college lacking some of the polish or refine- 
ment,which is so important in later life. No doubt this is true of all 
colleges in a greater or less degree. The unfortunate part of it is, 
that after fopr years, on the whole there seems to be no appre- 
ciable change. True it is. thai these who would stand at the 
bottom of the list, are bound to improve through association, but 
for the same reason, and perhaps also because of her democracy of 
whieh Bates is justly proud, those who would stand at the top, 
lose some of their advantage. 
It does not appear necessary to marshal proof for these con- 
clusions. However unwilling he may be. anyone who will consi- 
der the subject impartially and with an open mind, will be forced 
to admit their truth. Only one or two exceptions are noticeable— 
the Chase Hall dances (of which many fail to avail themselves), 
co-edueational classes, and certain specialized but few courses 
such as American and English Literature, Appreciation of Art, and 
Appreciation of Music. 
Of course the most important question is, what can be done 
about it? ft is frankly acknowledged that we have no solution 
even approaching completeness. But while the proverb holds that 
"Necessity is the mother of invention", it is equally true that the 
one who points out the necessity is not usually also the inventor. 
But the following suggestions may be worth consideration bv 
those, whether they be students, faculty, or others, who may have 
the power and willingness to improve the situation. 
Probably the establishment of the fraternity system would 
result in the disadvantages therefrom outweighing "the advanta- 
ges, in which latter group would certainly be included the oppor- 
tunity for some education in culture. Can this feature of the frat- 
ernities be engrafted at any point onto our present college life? 
What Would be the advisability or practicability of creatin" 
either a class or a course to teach nothing but etiquette, manners', 
etc.. directly, rather than to depend upon acquisition of the polish 
by indirection, if at all ? 
On thing which certainly can be done is the introduction of 
mixed dining halls. Such a custom has never been given a fair try. 
The one attempt, and to the writer's knowledge, the only one 
Vi   lUr nee" ™" ,'' !,Ym>Pnt -vears' ^ least, was in the spring 
, A f K ?-m' B?*2L£E"'Wm th0 «*»** of the test. The 
student bodies .were divided up so that the Freshman men ate 
With the upperclass wWn and viee-versa-apparently a deliber- 
*ll -rTJVZ^r "° uneS knmvin" a».vone else of the opposite 
5* ,"„;wL ;f 1 rPTUltS WCre> of »""*. 1«»t« foreseeable   But 
v .nd »£. htenin" ' ' *° T^"" tojS *»*& t0 aI1™' its ™'el- 
ponular   we W it ,    °,VY° "'"ar °ff' "° ,hink jt wou,d bee°me 
ieve houU Hh ,: °? <l btnefit the ■"". *»<) ■* venture to be- 
tZ£tt£&tt£- N« tban rumor, that 
*eaeh=t^^ 
are cause 1 not iT""* 1""",ssihl«' **»? of the irritating incidents 
are caused not by ignorance, but by thou-htlesMu— 
whic "re ,TrL1ST. 
Sti" a"0ther methsd of attacking the problem 
andI whic e™ „ C°0,)era,l1011 of the student body as a whole 
ureiudiela    »tt\   i aceompUshed    by    no    other means.    Crush the 
hak ne'1' Tf • i ■ f .i ;?rd Wh3t ' is disd«mfully called "hand- 
win the' fl,H,        J1    that    the extent of Wtmdly relations bet- 
h7studentX S '"'I TSt s,,,d™t*- outside of class,  is limited to 
the students attempt to   get a    cut excused, to get permission to 
continued on page 3 column 4 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
(To Be Voted on by All Men) 
Senior Candidates 
(Elect Four Men Inclnding 
President) 
(.Mark  Choice  for  President,  p.) 
Henry LaVallee 
John  Roche 
Herbert Berry 
Arnold Adams 
Robert Swett 
John Lary 
Ralph McCluskey 
O. John  McCarthy 
Junior Candidates 
(Elect Three Men Including 
Secretary-Treasurer ) 
(Marl;   Choice   for   Sec.-Treas., 
S.T.) 
Bernard Drew 
Sumner Raymond 
Wendell  May 
Theodore Seamon 
James  Balano 
John  Cooper 
Sophomore Candidates 
(Elect Two Men) 
Howard Norman 
Edward  Tierney 
Leno  Lenzi 
George Olds 
1 Y. M. C. A. 
(To Be Voted on by All Men) 
President 
Donald Bond 
H.  Rob nson Johnston 
Vire-President 
Bernard M. Loomer 
Russell H.  M lines 
Secretary 
Willard J. Rand 
John N. Dority 
Chase Hall 
Robert Swett 
COUNCIL ON RELIGION 
(All Women to Vote for One 
Woman Candidate) 
Lucile Jack 
Creseentia Zahn 
(All Men to Vote for One Man 
Candidate) 
Stanley Jackson 
Clyde Holbrook 
MKX'S   ATHLETIC   COINCII, 
(To Be Voted on by All Men 
Students) 
Senior Members 
(Vote for Three) 
Arnold  Adams 
Herbert   Berry 
Ralph   McCluskey 
Richard   Clemons 
A.  Richmond  Gorham 
Russell Jellison 
Junior Members 
(Vote for Two) 
Harold Millett 
Jere  Moynihan 
Frank Soba 
Alden  Gardiner 
Alumni  Members 
(Vote for Four) 
Dr.  Ernest V.  Call 
Mr. James H. Carroll 
Dr.  W.  W.  Bolster 
Mr.  Fred  H.  Lancaster 
WOMEN'S    STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
(To Be Voted on by All Women) 
President 
Rebecca Carter 
Lucile Jack \ 
(Defeated Candidate for Presi- 
dent to be Cheney House Senior). 
Vice-President 
Mary Gardner 
Arline Edwards 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Angela DErrico 
Mary. Constance Fuller 
Junior Representative 
Patricia Abbott 
Theodate Proctor 
Chase House Senior 
Deborah  Thompson 
Beatrice Neilsen 
■rye Street House Senior 
Ruth  Benham 
Evelyn Rolfe 
Hacker  House Senior 
Mildred Hollywood 
Helen  Hamlin 
Milliki-n  House Senior 
Dorothy Staples 
Marjorie Goodoout 
Whittier House Senior 
Barbara Stuart 
Florence James" 
Sophomore Representatives 
(Vote for Two) 
Gladys Webber 
Catherine Condon 
Jean Murray 
Irma Raymond 
V. W. C. A. 
(To Be Voted on by All Women) 
President 
Mildred  Moyer 
Eva Sonstroem 
Vice-President 
Marjorie  Bennett 
Olive Grover 
Secretary 
Frances Hayden 
Josephine Springer 
Treasurer 
Margaret Johnson 
Florence Ogden 
Undergraduate Representative 
Lucienne Blanchard 
Ruth Rounds 
VARSITY  CLUB 
President 
Herbert  Berry 
Arnold  Adams 
Vice-l'resident 
Ralph  McCluskey 
Robert  Swett 
Treasurer 
Richard   Clemons 
John  Dobravolsky 
Secretary 
John   Lary 
Russell  Jellison 
LA PETITE ACAD£MIE 
OFFICERS 
President 
(Helen  Hamlin 
Henry LaVallee 
Vice-President 
Doric McAllister 
Frank  Murray 
Treasurer 
Dorothy Diggery 
Barbara  Stuart 
Secretary 
Elizabeth Lord 
Charlotte Cutts 
Council Statements 
Continued from Page 1 
cerning the songs and cheers there 
would be an oral examination of 
each freshman which if he failed 
to pass would mean loss of Chapel 
cuts for a month and another exam- 
ination. ...        v- 
It is necessary that a decision be 
made soon upon this matter. My 
first choice is for an all-powerful 
body to control the initiation, but 
if that is not possible abolish it ex- 
cept for the features which I have 
enumerated. 
Herbert Berry: 1. I would be in 
favor with the Tecent vote of the 
Freshman class to have freshman 
initiation controlled by the Student 
Council if there was a definite and 
written proof that it would be a more 
beneficial and systematic way of 
carrying on the initiation than it ie 
under the present system. 
2   Yes 
John Lary: In recent years I do 
not believe that the Garnet Key has 
carried out those powers given to 
it at its inauguration. I frankly 
think   that,   an   abolishment  of 
W. A. A. BOARD 
(To Be Voted on by All Women) 
President 
Frances  Brackett 
Rosamond  Melcher 
Vice-President 
Verna Brackett 
Creseentia Zahn 
Secretary 
Ruth Frye 
Ethel Oliver 
Junior Representative 
Ruth Bowman 
Elizabeth Wilson 
Sophomore Representative 
Rosie Gallinari 
Grace Gearing 
Manager  Baseball-Track 
Virginia Lewis 
Elizabeth McGrath 
Manager Basketball 
Georgette Lepage 
Miriam Wheeler 
Manager Hiking 
Norma Hinds 
Alice Purington 
Manager Hockey 
Josephine Hill 
Ruth Johnson 
Manager Soccer 
Marjorie Boothby 
Dorothy Penney 
Manager Tennis 
Josephine Bamett 
MaTtha Harris 
Manager Winter Sports 
Dagmar Augustinu6 
Mary Swasey 
Manager   VoUeyball-Archery 
.Defeated    Candidate    for Vice- 
President 
Senior  Representative 
Defeated   Candidat     for   Presi- 
dent. 
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION 
(To Be Voted on by All Members 
of Student Body) 
President 
Roger Crafts 
George Austin 
Vice-President 
Robert Swett 
Edward  Wilmot 
Secretary 
Ruth Benham 
Lucile Jack 
Undergraduate Members 
(One Man: One Woman) 
Thomas Musgrave 
Albert Oliver 
Mary Gardner 
Marjorie Bennett 
Treasurer 
Prof. Amos A. Hovey 
Faculty Members  (Two) 
Mrs.  Blanche Roberts 
Prof. Edwin Wright 
O. John McCarthy: 1. I believe 
that a well chosen Garnet Key 
should handle the initiation of 
Freshmen under the supervision of 
the Student Council. 
2. Yes. 
Ralph McCluskey: 1. There is 
need for a change in the manner of 
initiation and if it can be showi 
that the new plan favored 
Freshman Class will 
present condition I 
plan. 
2. Yes. 
John Roche: l. Since the reason 
for existence of the Garnet Key was 
by  the 
relieve     the 
will   favor this 
the inability of the Student Council 
Garnet Key, retaining such forms of|lo cope with the problem, t 
mild initiation as will tend to orien- 
tate the Freshmen, will be a means 
towards helping and keeping a 
friendly and cooperative spirit be- 
tween the two lower classes. The 
Student Council would be the logi- 
cal body to govern 6uch orientations. 
2   I pledge myself. 
Henr>- LaVallee: 1. I am in agree- 
ment with the recent Freshman Class 
vote to abolish the Garnet Key and 
of   Fresh- to  preserve  a   mild   form 
man initiation under the control of delegated   . 
- am eure re- abuse  of    authority    caused     their 
vious failure of the Council should 
nullify any attempt to revive Coun- 
cil supervision. 
2. Since a primary purpose of the 
Council is to maintain order and 
harmony upon the Campus, then I 
would favor some sort of penalty 
for offenders. 
3. Authority to conduct freshman 
initiation was originally in the 
hands of the Council and the Coun- 
cil   failed.   Full 
to   the 
1B83 CLASS OFFICERS 
(To Be Voted on by All Members 
of the Present Junior Class) 
President 
Robert Swett 
John Curtis 
Ralph McCluskey 
Vice-President 
Lucile Jack 
Frances Brackett 
Helen Ashe 
Treasurer 
Leo Barry 
Donald Fitz' 
John  Stevens 
Secretary 
Deborah Thompson 
Mavis Curtis 
Mary O'Neil 
1984 CLASS OFFICERS 
(To Be Voted on by All Members 
of the Present Sophomore Class) 
President 
Frank Murray 
Julius Lombard! 
Clyde Holbrook 
James Balano 
Vice-President 
Mary Gardner 
Ruth Bowman 
Treasurer 
H. Robinson Johnston 
Jere Moynihan 
Secret ary 
Miriam Wheeler 
Creseentia Zahn 
IMS (LASS OFFICERS 
(To Be Voted on by All Members 
of the Present Freshman Class) 
President 
Gordon  Jones 
Milton Lindholm 
Walter Gay 
Dayton Taylor 
Vice-l'resident 
Frances Hayden 
Stella Clemants 
Elizabeth Durell 
Margaret  Perkins 
Treasurer 
Robert Kramer 
Glidden Parker 
Carl Mllliken 
John Van Syckle 
Secretary 
Marjorie Avery 
Dorothy Bates 
Elizabeth Fosdick 
Ruth Frye 
SPOFFORD   CLUB   OFFICERS 
(To Be Voted on by All Present 
Members  of  Spofford  and 
Alethea flubs) 
President 
Rebecca  Carter 
Thelma Klttredge 
Vice-l'resident 
Defeated  Candidate for President I 
Secret ary-Treasurer 
Millicent Paige. Marjorie Reid 
Program Chairman 
Dorothy Staples 
Arlene  Skillins 
MEN'S POLITICS CLUB 
OFFICERS 
President 
Bertram Antine 
Vincent Belleau 
Vice-l'resident 
Defeated Candidate for President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
John  Roche 
Herbert Jensen 
Scientific Clubs 
Hear Good Talk 
by Capt. Dexter 
Evolution   Of   Aviation 
Shown In Interesting- 
Sets Of Slides 
The illustrated lecture given by 
Captain J. S. Dexter to the combin- 
ed Scientific Clubs last Thursday 
evening was a striking success. Cap- 
tain Dexter's object is to increase 
the interest in flying in the schools 
and colleges, and to that end he has 
been giving numerous lectures in 
New  England  and  New  York. 
His first set of slides was entitled 
"It's Easy to Fly". In the develop- 
ment of this subject he showed the 
whole process, from simple models 
showing the construction of the 
plane' itself, to the technique 
motor control. 
Moving  Pictures  Shown 
A most interesting feature 
Captain Dexter's lecture was 
moving picture in which that latest 
successful development of the air- 
plane world — the autogiro — was 
shown. The captain has had exten- 
sive experience with this type of 
machine, as he was appointed by 
the Standard Oil Company of New 
York -o carry out exhaustive test 
flights with this nr«v development 
in aviation engineering. During 
these tests he flew over three hun- 
dred hours and visited nearly every 
airport in New York and New Ens- 
land, as well as many cities not 
equiped with regular landing fields. 
During these flights he carried 913 
passengers  without  a single  mishap. 
The lecture was well attended by- 
town  people as well as students. 
of 
of 
the 
LAMBDA  ALPHA 
President 
Mary  O'Neil 
Marcella  Shapiro 
Vice-l'resident 
Miriam   Wheeler 
Gwendolyn  Spear 
Secretary- 
Mildred  McCarthy 
Barbara  Leadbetter 
Treasurer 
Dorothy  O'Hara 
Phillis  Gilman 
DEUTSCHEB VEREIX 
l»resident 
Donald   Bond 
Eva Sonstroem 
Vice-President 
Herbert Jensen 
Stanley   Jackson 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Dagmar Augustinus 
Marjorie Goodbout 
RAMSDFLL   SCIENTIFIC 
SOCIETY 
President 
Martha  Harris 
Helen  Parker 
Vice-l'resident 
Margaret   Stebbins 
Arline  Edwards 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Margaret  Ranlett 
Beatrice  Dumais 
School Debate 
Preliminaries 
Friday Evening 
Several changes in the line-up ->i 
the Inter-scholastic Debating League 
sponsored by the college have beer, 
made. Norway High School and 
Pennell Institute have dropped out 
and Calais High has returned to the 
league. All the preliminaries are to 
be held this Friday in the various 
centers listed in a recent issue of 
the STUDENT, with the one ex- 
ception that the Blue Hill group 
will hold theirs a week later. 
Even more so than in previous 
years this league is state-wide. 
From Presque Isle to Berwick 
Academy and from Rumford to 
Calais entries have been made and 
groupings completed. Any school 
winning two debates is entered in 
the semi-finals to be held here 
April  15. 
The Augmentation class and sev- 
eral upper-classmen will be the jud- 
ges of the debates to be held in the 
various surrounding towns. William 
Dunham '32 and Norman MacDon- 
ald '32 have been coaching several 
of the teams. In the various high 
schools numerous graduates from 
Bates are  coaching the  teams. 
By  Thomas  Musgrave 
Congratulations Portland! Those 
who jammed the Armory to capacity- 
last Saturday will agree that a 
dandy team beat a good team as 
South Portland went down to de- 
feat. Good luck against Presque Islei 
at   Urono. 
What  of  Edward  Little?  Lest  wet 
forget the Eddies defeated Portland 
during the season  23-16. 
The whistles blew. especially 
When Mahan was in there, the 
crowd booed, and a good time was 
had by all. 
The Bates' efficiency that charac- 
terized the New Englands In the 
spring was  repeated last week-end. 
Track is in its seasonal slump, 
but the work of several rival Maine 
high jumpers during the past week 
promises keen competition in that 
event in the spring. Captain Larry 
Robinson of Colby at Providence 
last Saturday cleared 5 feet 11% 
inches. Freeman Webb of Maine got 
over 5 feet 10 Vz inches at our gym 
a couple of weeks ago, and Ray Mc- 
Laughlin and Adams, a Bowdoin 
freshman, tied at 5 feet 10 \z inches 
in  an inter-frat meet Friday. 
Speaking of that meet. McLaugh- 
lin scored 29 points. Over 22 feet 
in the broad jump, a 4 3-5 seconds 
dash, and firsts in both hurdles over 
Stan wood, promise to make him a 
nuisance in the spring. In the lows 
he equalled the world's record for 
the second time in a few weeks. 
By the way, Maine has a fresh- 
man half-miler, Black, who ran a 
special race during the Dartmouth- 
Maine  meet  under  1:58. 
Two of the features of the annual 
Bowdoin interscholactics were fur- 
nished by two Huntington School 
nun who look forward to enrolling 
at Bates next fall. Zaites threw the 
16 pound shot in an exhibition over 
4 7 feet, a toss good enough to 
break the State college record, and 
Perry Jackson won the 1000 yard 
run in  2:28  2-5. 
Goethe Honored 
Continued from Page 1 
sidered "Goethe the Novelist". Stan- 
ley Jackson '33 whose topic was 
"Goethe the Dramatist", and Dag- 
mar Augustinus '33 whose special 
field for consideration was "Goethe 
the   Lyricist." 
Following this series of talks. 
-Mrs. Fehlan, wife of the Lutheran 
pastor, and Irmella and Verona 
Fehlan sang two of Goethe's lyrics, 
"Abendlied",   and   "Schweizerlied". 
The program was brought to a 
close with the showing of lantern 
slides of scenes having to do with Margaret Perkins '35 and Shirley 
the life of the great German and Cave '32 upheld the negative of the 
the Goethe centennial. Professor i proposition Resolved, That the Unit- 
Harms explained the scenes as they' ed States should recognize the 
were   flashed   on   the  screen.   These   Union  of  Socialist  Soviet  Republics 
Hockey Letters 
Awarded to Nine 
Varsity Players 
At a recent meeting of the Ath- 
letic Council, the following were 
awarded a varsity letter in hockey: 
Captain Ray E. McCluskey '32, 
Houlton. Maine and Ralph McClus- 
key '33, Houlton, Maine, right 
wings; Joseph F. Murphy '33, Wa- 
tertown, Mass., and Robert Swett 
'33, Newton, Mass., centers; Rich- 
ard Secor '35. Belmont, Mass., and 
Kenneth White '35, Cambridge, 
.Mass., left wings; Benjamin F. 
White, '32, Westwood, Mass., left 
defense; Herbert O. Berry, '33, 
Watertown, Mass., right defense; 
and Francis Flynn, '33, Dorchester, 
Mass.,  goal. 
This leaves seven letter men as 
a nucleus for the 1933 squad, as 
only Captain Ray McCuskey and 
Ben White are graduating. No cap- 
lain has been elected as yet. 
:o:  
Bates Debaters 
Meet Temple on 
Soviet Question 
Shakespeare Play 
Continued from Page 1 
was indeed the "fair Bianca". She 
was the center of a pleasing group: 
Bernard Drew as Hortensio and 
John Curtis as Lucentio, suitors 
willing to stoop to conquer; George 
Austin as Gremio, elderly aspirant 
to Bianca's affection; and Henry 
LaVallee as the father, a gentleman 
of Padua. 
Another of the very important 
features was the stage craft, most 
capably handled by George Austin 
and his assistants. The curtains, 
draped and combined in varied 
fashion with now and then an im- 
pressionistic screen or a bit of fur- 
niture, appropriately suggested the 
simplicity of the Elizabethan stage. 
Furthermore, the changes were 
made with most admirable prompt- 
ness. An added touch of great in- 
terest was the use of the page— 
graciously personated by Dorothy- 
Wills—to label each of the scenes. 
It  was fitting that the final scene 
should   present   the   most   attractive' 
stage picure of the fourteen.  It was 
a  real   triumph,     viewed   how     you ' 
will,  as  a  study  in  effective group- 
ing, as a matter of color harmonies 
and contrasts, as a bit of action that 
moved with admirable verve and 
naturalness. The skillful hand of 
Professor Robinson was evident 
throughout. 
.May we here extend congratula- 
tions to all who contributed in any 
way to the success of this really- 
delightful performance. 
:o:  
Samuel Francis Smith, the author 
of "America", was for eight years 
a professor of modern languages at 
Colby  College. 
TUFTS COLLEGE 
DENTAL SCHOOL 
Franiim   1900 
COLIEGE men anil wimdi- prepare for a pro- 
fession ol widening interest •ml opportunity. 
Recent research his cnbrp-d the scope of 
every phase of dentistry. The field demands, 
more than ever before, men and women of 
aliilitv liackrd by superior training. 
training Tufts Collrse Dental Srhool oilers to 
its students. School opens on September W, 
19.*J. Our catalog may guide you in ct 
your carrer.   For iniorxation address— 
WlLUAM    RK:F.   D.M.I)..   ScD..   titan 
416 Huntington  Avenue Boston.  Mass. 
Frocks for D; «A Y T  I M E A N 0 B INNER 
COLLEGIATE   GRIFFON   CLOTHES 
Charge Account Service 
109-111 Lisbon St., 
NAPPY 
PORTSWEAR 
CORNELL'S 
FOR   MEN 
Lewlston,   Maine. 
Hecker-Franson  Needlecraft Shop 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework 
Instruction. Free 79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON,  MAINE. 
Say it with Ice Cream 
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I 
slides were graciously furnished, 
through the courtesy of the German 
Tourist Information Office of New 
York. 
The  large  attendance  of  German: 
in a non-decision debate with Tem- 
ple University, last Wednesday eve- 
ning.   The  affirmative,    represented 
by Sylvia Bellak '33 and Irma Do- 
nato   '32   of     Temple.     maintained 
QEO. V. TURQEON & CO. 
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches 
DIAMONDS 
80  LISBON   STEEET, 
WATCHES 
LEWISTON 
peoples from the cities was a  pleas-   that  the Stimson  requirements were 
Ing evidence of their interest in the 
culture  of  their  homeland,     and  in 
the college German  Club activities. 
initiations  should   be   either  In   the' 
complete control of the Garnet Key, 
acting  independent     of  the  Student 
Conndl  or  that  Garnet  Key should 
be  abolished   and   initiations   placed' 
in  complete  control  of  the  Student, 
Council. 
Theodore Seamon:   Yes.  I am op-1 
posed to modification as was carried 
out this year. I am altogether    op-; 
posed  to     initiation   and     a  Garnet: 
Key. 
unjustified, that recognition was 
sanctioned by international law, 
and that the United States would 
benefit economically by recognition. 
The debate was followed by an open 
forum. 
Mrs. Robert G. Berkelman, a 
former Bates debater, was the 
chairman of the debate. Rebecca 
Carter  '33  was the manager. 
:o: ■ 
When Wilson College opened its 
Alumni Hall, notices were posted 
that all residents were to attend in 
"what you sleep in". Seventy-five 
students were arrested for indecent 
exposure. 
process.  Let  us  give     this course  a 
fair trial and determine its effect. 
Robert B. Swett: 1. Initiation 
under control of the Student Coun- 
cil was tried out 6ome four years 
ago and failed because of the lack 
of interest shown by the upperclass- 
men. Because of its failure, the Gar- 
net Key organization was instituted. 
Inasmuch as the common consensus 
is that the Garnet Key has faile.l 
to accomplish its purpose, would it 
not be a worthwhile experiment to 
abolish freshman initiation in its 
entirety? Failing this, a reversion 
to   the   Student  Council     supervised 
type of initiation would be the only change a course, and to try to raise the mark just over the passing 
0tXaqn^on'en«k«l each Junior lin«,»r to eke out a few more quality points. Only those few- 
candidate was: Are you in agree- students who are willing to take the chance of having the opprobn- 
ment with the recent Freshman 1 ous term, "handshaker." applied to them can testify that our pro- 
Class vote to abolish the Garnet Key fPSSOrs ean give to us a great deal more outside of "class than they 
and to preserve a mild form of mi- 
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•he Student Council. I 
suits will prove favorable if we 
should place this agreement to a 
test. Why not try it for a year? 
2. I would. ,    .„ 
3. I have no other statements to 
m^l(e except to repeat what I have 
"ready ,<aid: Why not test the agree- 
ment for a year? 
are able to inside; that slighting this gift is like aimlessly watching 
the hands of the eloek go 'round.   Something   of priceless value is 
lost, something which can never be regained. Granted that our pro- 
fessors do not use "Emily Post",as a bible, yet they are our superiors 
certainly in experience and education, and very probably in capacity 
,   apd culture. We ean take the benefits of their education in the class 
??*"', W Rev and acwrd  with this    decision    of the ] room. We ought not neglect the other advantages which they offer. 
Council as published in this edition | With some of these ideas the students must take the initiative. 
tiation "under    the control    of the 
Student   Council? 
James Balano: With the recent 
freshman opinion in mind the Stu- 
dent Council has agreed unanimous- 
lv upon a recommendation to the 
I  am   heartily     in 
UP-TO-DATE 
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HARE/L PLUMMER, 
power to be curtailed in favor of a 
milder form of initiation. The ini- 
tiation of the past fall was a failure 
due, not to the personnel of the 
Key, but to its limited authority. 
There remains but one system 
which has not been tried and that is 
complete abolition  of the  initiation 
of The Student. 
John Cooper: The 
the Freshman class 
enough  defined. 
Bernard  Drew:   Yeg, 
Wendell May: Yes. 
Sumner Raymond:  I favor a mild 
form of Freshman. Initiation. These 
For GOOD CLOTHES and 
FURNISHINGS 
WHEELER aOTHEVG CO 
Cor.  MAIN  and MIDDLE  Srs 
Spec.al   discount   given   to   colleg.   „„deat. 
THE   BEST   IN   TOWN 
FOR   WOMEN   AND   MEN 
BILL, The Barber 
CHASE   HALL 
Two Best Places To Eat—at 
BILL  WHITE'S 
and  Home 
Steaks,   Chops   and   Home   Made   Pies 
All   Sport   News   by   Radios   While   You   Kat 
Bates   Street, Lewlston,   Maine. 
.: With others, the responsibility lies with the faculty. There are still 
it   not    well   others which have not been thought of. Rut unless some propositions 
similar to those advanced are carried into effect,   there will be no 
escaping the paradoxical situation of A Cultural Education without 
Education in Culture. 
HOWARD E. THOMAS. 
heartily. 
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PORTLAND DEFEATS CAPERS 
TO WIN BATES TOURNAMENT 
South Portland Bows 24-18 in Final Basketball | 
Set-to Saturday Nigrht—Lewiston-Rumford 
Match Hotly Contested 
Bv PARKER MANX I 
Portland high school won the 11th | 
Annual Bates tatarscholaeUc Bas-, 
ketball Tournament by defeating the. 
Caper; of South Portland 24-1S in; 
the Lewiston Armory laist Saturday j 
night. I 
The championheip game marked 
the close of a. two-day session in 
which eight pick'.; ams from west-, 
em .Maim- battled for the eo\ 
place of honor in state hoop circles. 
Large delegations of ardent fans fill- 
ed i cheer their res- 
pective beams, those from Rumford 
and Bath being particularly de- 
monstrative. 
Lewiston Bows i<> Kumford 
The first game of the tournament 
Friday afternoon found Lewiston 
an ! Rumford ting in the closest: 
and most thrilling match of the 
tournament, with the latter team i 
Anally emerging with a one-point 
victory. t> d by Qarey and McCarthy, 
:!i local school-hoys jumped into an 
early k d, the score shortly before 
hall ading   12-3.   Visions  of 
play In    the    second    round    were 
was forced to 
I,;,, ,■ the close of 
the :        Kumford  live j 
had already showed more semblance 
of team  work, and at this juncture. 
nng  into  full stride.   Basket 
by basket, th nrp the distance 
and with two minutes to go, had 
; a th< score. McCarthy failed at 
two foul l Captain Wagnis 
made good his fn i try seconds later 
to .-. the  gam i tor Kumford. 
i |ng against an erra- 
tic, shootln n ing outfit enabled 
Morse highl of Bath to score a 16-14 
win in th second game of the after- 
nooi I  by superior height, th" 
Deering boya took shot after ehot 
from d rectly beneath the hoop, but 
were unable to score a large enough 
p, r enl to b i i tfi etive. Morse present- 
:i of One men of about equal 
calibre and honors for this preMmi- 
nary i re distributed about 
i vt nly. 
Portland  Defeats Cheverus 
Portland   high,   rated     as     an  ex- 
ceptionally strong club, ran into 
difficulty against the scrappy young- 
• - from Cheverus in the first eve- 
ning game. A smart defense by the 
smallest plays in the tournament 
kept the bigger and heavier Port- 
land quintet well in hand through- 
out the first half. Coming out for 
the third period, however, the Fitz- 
patrick coached crew began to func- 
tion properly against the fast tiring 
Cheverus team, and the final score 
rea I  28-23 in favor of Portland. 
The favorites from South Port- 
land had little difficulty with the 
flashily attired Rockland outfit in the 
last game of the opening round on 
Friday night. After starting in the 
scoring and securing a four-point 
lead. Rockland soon faded, and from 
then on it was a question of how 
;e a score would be rung up 
against thorn. Coach Berg of the 
Capers used two fuLl teams in the 
course of the game and at that stage 
be tournament. South Portland 
seemed to be on their way for the 
fifth successive crown. 
The first game of the semi-finals 
brought Portland and Morse together 
for a hectic struggle lasting three 
periods. Eleven points in the final 
liu..tier against a zero score for 
iMorse gave Portland its second win 
of the tournament with a score of 
30-14 The game started slowly. 
score at the end of the first period 
being 6-4 in favor of the champs. 
Led by Tate, substitute forward. 
Portland with its two fine guards. 
Backer and Moran, found the Morse 
lefense Less puzzling, and jumped 
into a strong load which left the 
score 13-6 at the half. Morse made 
its last bid for honors in the third 
quarter, scoring four floor goals In 
rapid succession, but thereafter were 
unable to tally a single point as 
Portland was finishing with a flurry 
of scores. 
The Capers kept up their style of 
play of the evening before 'by ring- 
ing up nine points before Kumford 
scored once in the second semi-final 
tilt. Making a belated start in the 
second  period.  Kumford  flashed  for 
a time counting five floor goals to 
leave the score at the half reading 
24-14. South Portland again tallied 
nine points in a row at the start of 
the second half, and although Rum- 
ford outscored the winners 10-9 in 
the last stanza, the Capers finished 
on the long end of a 44-29 final. 
Hayes and Doughty accounted for 
twenty-seven of the Capers' total 
between them, while Batchelder and 
Wagnis were tallying all but nine of 
the loser's points. 
Brown  Starts  Lead 
After the score was tied at two all 
in the early minutes of the champion- 
ship dash, Brown, lanky center of 
the Portland quinter. dropped in a 
floor goal, putting his team into a 
lead which was not relinquished 
throughout the rest of the game 
with the Capers. The South Portland 
aggregation couldn't seem to click as 
they had in the first two games, 
Hayes being the only member able 
to score for three periods. Time after 
time, the Capers were tricked out of 
position by the passing game of the 
championship Portland five. Brown 
and Le Favore at forward took 
away the . oiing honors for Port- 
land with equal credit going to Back- 
er and the dependable Moran at 
guard. Hayes, right forward on the 
South Portland team, was the in- 
dividual high-scorer of the tourna- 
ment. 
Portland will meet Presque Isle, 
winner of the University of Maine 
tournament, at Orono Saturday, to 
decide the championship of the state, 
while Winslow, runner up in the 
Maine tournament, will represent 
Maine at the New England games r.t 
Newport, Rhode Island. South Port- 
land, also invited to compete at New- 
port, declined the offer. 
STUDENT 
Al.l.-TOVRXAMKNT TEAM 
Hayes.   So.   Portland   r.f. 
Wagnis.  Rumford   l.f. 
Legard,   Morse      °- 
Backer,  Portland   r.g. 
Moran. Portland l.g- 
—« — :o: —— 
Alethea Club 
The  next   meeting  of  the  Alethea 
Club   will   be   hold   Monday   evening. 
March  14. Because St. Patrick's Day 
is to  be celebrated soon, an  entirely 
Irish  program     is  to  be     presented. 
Mary Gardner '34  will give a short 
talk on  the Irish author 'A. A.' and 
Evelyn   Farnham   '34   on   the  author 
William  Butler   feats.  At  the  usual 
: business meeting plans,  for the con- 
, solidation  with  Spofford  Will  be dis- 
; cussed. 
Senior Hoopsters 
Have Clean Slate 
In 4-Year Play 
By   THOMAS   MUSGRAVE 
Aside from its members who 
have obtained prominence in schol- 
astic attainment, debating activ- 
ities, and athletics, the class of 1932 
is also proud of the basketball team 
which has represented it for four 
years. This group of men has just 
completed a record never equalled 
at Bates in intra-mural competition. 
Statistics of past teams reveal that 
none have seriously approached it. 
Tb.e demand for recognition of this 
exceptional squad is so emphatic 
that the 1932 Mirror will carry its 
picture, an honor never before 
accorded  to  a  basketball  team. 
The school was surprised in the 
winter of 1929 when the yearling 
quintet selected from Brud King, 
Bcrnie Sprafke, Eugene Jekanoski, 
Tubby Gorhum. Billy Knox. Abe 
Mandlestam, and Gus Merrill de- 
feated the other classes, and even 
looked for more formidable oppo- 
sition. Several others who played 
have since left collegej in many 
cases  playing  elsewhere. 
With such fine material agitation 
was fell for varsity recognition. Not 
wishing to install the sport on that 
basis but quite anxious to encour- 
age it as a intra-mural activity, sup- 
plementing the Physical Training 
requirement, the Athletic Council 
offc red a loving cup, 12 inches high, 
and stipulated that the names of 
the winning team should be en- 
graved on it. and the cup kept In 
the trophy room when it should be 
retired. Perhaps to assure that this 
would not occur too soon, the Coun- 
cil decided that it would become the 
permanent possession of the class 
winning it three times in succession. 
The dass ot 1932 met this dis- 
heartening proposal by hurtling 
through an undefeated season »f 
six games, and annexing one leg on 
the  trophy. 
With only a three game schedule 
in 1931. the champions marched 
undefeated to another title. King. 
Sprafke, and Gorham were the 
mainstays of this  team. 
At  the start of the present season. 
! each member of the team except one 
had   won   a   varsity   letter.   Gorham 
had   two,   in   track  and     basketball. 
Knox one in track, and King, 
Sprafke, Jekanoski, and Mandle- 
stam one each in football. 
The nearness of the prize did not 
deter them in 1932, and six straight 
victories was the result of their 
efforts. No team was within ten in 
points scored, and some scores read 
58-17, 41-10. and 33-16. and the 
class of 1932 added its bit to the 
athletic annals of the college. Un- 
defeated in four years, and 15 
successive victories in three years of 
cup competition has established a 
score hard to duplicate. Buck 
Spinks. who has observed the men 
for three years, sees not only the 
graduation of several fine football 
and track men. but the passing of 
the nucleus of a first-rate college 
quintet. 
three 
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Snow Men Elect 
Paul Carpenter 
as Next Captain 
Paul Carpenter, '33, last week 
was elected captain of the Winter 
Sports team for the next year by 
the men who competed in the State 
meet at Orono. Carpenter, who 
served as Director of Winter Sports 
for the Outing Club the past year, 
was outstanding man and scorer on 
the Garnet Winter Sports team. At 
the State meet in February he wan 
high point scorer, placing with two 
first places, and one second. He 
will succeed co-Captains Valery 
Bnratl  and  Norman  Whitten. 
Besides his activities in winter 
sports as competitor and manager. 
Carpenter was a member of the 
cross-country team and of the track 
Games won   for  the   last 
years: 
1930— 
1932 35 1930 
1932 20 1931 
19 3 2 25 1933 
1932 57 1930 
1932 41 1931 
1931 — 
1932 21 1931 
1932 20 193 3 
1932 40 1934 
1932— 
1932 33 1935 
1932 41 1935 
1932 58 1934 
1932 26 1934 
1932 29 1933 
1932 33 1933 
99 
oosey 
e way tk 
T'S ju«t what you'd expect. People 
who enjoy the good tilings of life... 
constantly looking for something 
better to cat and drink...and smoke. 
■' :■■■ i _'. rcttes this better taste can come 
only from finer ingredients. Chester- 
fields are more satisfying to the culti- 
vated palate. For one thing, there's 
never any attempt to skimp on Turk- 
ish leaf. 
These richly flavored Turkish tobac- 
cos are added with a generous hand. 
ey 
like 
TASTE.. 
In fact Chesterfield's new way of 
mingling tobacco flavors and aromas is 
really the equivalent of an entirely new 
kind of tobacco . . . one that combines 
the best qualities of Turkish and fine 
Domestic leaf. 
Perhaps you've noticed too, that the 
paper in Chesterfields is whiter., .purer. 
It burns without taste or odor. 
Smoke Chesterfields whenever you 
like...They're mild and pure. They'll 
never tire you as an over-sweetened 
cigarette might easily do. Light up and 
see for yourself. They satisfy! 
•Listen in...Hear the Chesterfield Radio Program. 
Nat Shilkret's brilliant orchestra and Aiex Gray, 
popular baritone. Every night, except Sunday . . . 
Columbia Broadcasting System .... 10:30 E. S. T. 
1952. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
team, for which he competes in 
the two-mile run. His other activi- 
ties constituted Glee Club and Band. 
He is from Mars Hill, and came to 
Bates from Aroostook Central Ins- 
titute where he starred on skis, 
competing in various meets around 
the state. 
Next year Carpenter should be 
supported by a fairly promising 
winter sports team. Much time and 
energy was spent this year in an 
attempt to get junior varsity men in 
line for a strong team next year. 
The only veterans to be lost by 
graduation will be Burati and Whit- 
ten. 
It is expected that the squad out 
for the team next year will be 
the largest ever. A minor sports let- 
ter is given  for placing    first in a 
dual   meet,   and   for  scoring   i 
State meet    if more than    two col- 
leges  compete.  The  sport   next 
should   draw   those     who   could  en- 
gage in both track and Bnowshoeing 
or  skiing. 
„___- :o:--  
And then there is the senior who, 
from   force     of   habit,     signed     th 
honor  statement     at  the  end     of 
long letter to his  girl  at  home. 
Have you thought of making 
DENTISTRY 
YOUR   LIFE WORK? 
THE Harvard University Dental 
School offers an unsurpassed 
course in this field of health 
service, with emphasis on med- 
ical correlations. A "Class A" 
school.    Write for catalog. 
Leroy M. S. M)n-r. D.M.D.. M.D.. Dean, 
Otpt.47 .   188 LotigwtKd Avc, Boston. Ma»s. 
School of Nursing 
of Yale University 
A Profetsion for th* 
College Woman 
interested In the modern,   scientific 
agencies of social service. 
The thirty months conrse, providing 
an   intensive   and   varied   experience 
through the case study method, leads 
to the degree of 
BACHELOR OF NURSING 
Present student body includes gradu- 
ates of leading colleges.   Two or more 
years of approved college work required 
for admission. A few scholarships avail- 
able for students with advanced quali- 
fications. 
Foe catalog and information address: 
The Dean 
The  SCHOOL  of  NURSING   of 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
NEW HAVEN       :       CONNECTICUT 
Good Clothing 
Good Furnishing 
POP0LAR   PRICES 
Haskell & Hopkins 
27    LISBON    STREET 
SERVALL 
LUNCH 
44 Bates St. Geo   B. Schmi.it 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston—Kumford—Farmington 
.v    l-ewiston— 
7 45  1.11 ,   1S.S5   P.M.,  4.2S  P.M. 
i.»   Kumford— 
7 85   A.M.,   12.25   P.M..   4.15   P.M. 
>.v   t'nrnrinKton— 
7 3U   A.M.   12.20   P.M.,   4.1(1   P.M 
STANDARD   TIME 
Fred  C. McKenney 
G-J   Sabattns   Street 
CITIES   aSRVlCE   GASOLINE 
and    LUBRICATING    OILS 
WASHING   and   GREASING 
Nearest     Gasoline     Station     to     College 
We   can   show   you   a   varied   selection   of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of  all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER EILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
o     ail   kliids 
BARNSTONE-OSGOOD 
COMPANY 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lew'iton,  Maine 
*• 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
HHE 
FLANDERS 
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes 
AUBURN,   MAINE 62  COURT   STREET 
RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of 
Canvas and Rubber Footwear 
LEWIS! ON  RUBBER  COMPANY 
LEWISTON AUGUSTA 
Israel   Winner Arthur   ••Gull"  Dumais     INSURED     CABS 
TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI 
24 Hour Service Tor Real Courteous Service 25 Cents Local Rate 
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street 
-LEWISTON    MAINI 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUR,     SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY  SHOP" 
3  Minutes  from the  Campus ^.I.   IS'V \V 
PEOPLES  SHOE SHOP 
The   Moccasin   House 
33    SABATTUS    STREET 
DEALER   IN   HIGH   GRADE   MOCCASINS, 
TKNNIS   SHOES   AND   RUBHERS 
SHOES  REPAIRED  AND RECONDITIONED  TO  LOOK   I.IKE   NEW 
RW. CLARK   Re^tered D™esi*t 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,   APOLLO   CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and  Main Street LEWISTON,   .MAINE 
THEY'RE   MILDER THEY'RE   PURE   •  THEY   TASTE   BETTER   • They Scc&f/u 
"A Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the  Business of Bates Students 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
GOOGIN 
FUEL   CO. 
COAL and WOOD 
1801           Phones 1800 
HI   Bates   Street 67  Elm   Street 
LEWISTON AUBUMJ 
LEWISTON    MONDMENTAI 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC   MEMORIALS 
James  P. Murphy  Co. 
6  to  10 Bates  St.,  LEWISTON 
Telephone   4634 R 
Lewiston Shoe Hospital 
7    SABATTUS   ST. 
We   Specialise   in 
REPAIRING    LOTUS   SHOES 
Agants,   Plotica   and   Hayden 
11 Roger Williams 
